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WALLY RUTECKI
A 5-STAR-RATED MORTGAGE PROFESSIONAL

Wally Rutecki is a top-rated Loan Originator and a valued member of the Kelly Mortgage Team. Wally’s 
mission is to fulfill your dreams of homeownership and he prides himself on offering impeccable service 

from start to close. Wally is committed to delivering each borrower a hassle-free mortgage experience. The 
home-buying process can seem challenging, but Wally is here to help.

WALLY RUTECKI 
       wrutecki@envoymortgage.com

        610.848.4025

NMLS: 1605136

Read more reviews at:
https://socialsurvey.me/pages/wallace-rutecki

5 STARS

“Wally was always available at a moment’s notice and happily 
answered my never-ending questions!” 

– Meaghan C.STARS

“Everyone told me how painful and long settlement would be. In 
my instance, Wally did an awesome job making it an easy and 
enjoyable experience. Wally kept me in the loop throughout the 
entire process and was willing to answer any questions at any 
given time. Wally is a great guy with a wealth of knowledge. He is 
an absolute professional and I would recommend him to anyone 
who is in the market for a mortgage.”  

–  Jeffrey W.5 STARS

“Wally explained everything completely, and he made himself 
easily available whenever we had questions or concerns along 
the way.” 

- Andrea O.

5 STARS

“Wally and his team were very professional and got back to me 
right away whenever I had any concerns. They were very flexible 
and adjusted to the changes in my home purchase with ease. 
In the end, I noticed that they always had my best interest in 
mind and gave me advice accordingly. I’m glad I listened to the 
experts. Having my own dedicated person to talk to throughout 
this process was invaluable. I loved my experience with Envoy 
Mortgage!” 

 – Daniel M.5 ST

“Wally was always there for us every step of the way. He is just a 
great and friendly person.”  

– Jonthony M. 

“Wally and the Kelly Mortgage Team were responsive and 
helpful during the entire transaction. The manner with which 
technology was utilized made the process very efficient and 
seamless. Great experience all around!” 

- William M.


